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Czechoslovak Mathematical Journal, 37 (112) 1987, Praha 

ON A THEOREM OF CARTAN 

S. E. GRAVERSEN and M. RAO, Ârhus 

(Received September 11, 1985) 

INTRODUCTION 

In classical potential theory the notion of energy played a considerable role [5]. 
It is no exaggeration to say that the central result responsible for this was a theorem 
of Cartan asserting the completeness of the set of excessive functions of finite energy. 

It is this result we shall generahse to very general Markov processes. 

GENERALITIES 

We assume that we have a Hunt process X with a locally compact second countable 
state space. We assume that there is a cr-finite Radon excessive reference measure ^ 
also denoted dx. 

Notation will generally be as in Blumenthal-Getoor [1]. 
All excessive functions will be assumed to be finite almost everywhere. 
An excessive function s is called a class (D) potential if 

Pj^s I 0 almost everywhere 

whenever the sequence of stopping times T„ increases to infinity almost surely. To 
every class (D) potential corresponds a natural additive functional A defined off 
a polar set. For more complete details on this point see [7]. 

Also to every class (D) potential corresponds a measure — not necessarily a-
finite — called its Revuz measure [10]. The total mass of the Revuz measure of a class 
(D) potential s will be called its mass functional and denoted L[s). The mass func
tional Lis monotone and continuous from below i.e. s ^ r implies L(s) ^ L{r) and 
s„1 s implies L{s„) t L(s). It is useful to note that 

L(s) = sup {(s, g)\g > 0 and Ûg S Ц ' 
Now we are ready to introduce energy. 

Let s be a class (D) potential with natural additive functional A. If p = E\AD 
is finite almost everywhere, it is necessarily a class (D) potential. We shall refer to p 
as the energy function of s. If L{p) < cx) we shall say s has finite energy and we put 
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Now it is clear how to define the mutual energy of two class (D) potentials r and s 
of finite energy. If the additive functionals Ä and В correspond to r and s the mutual 
energy <r, s)^ is defined by 

<r, sX = L[E-{A^ . B^)) . 

Polarisation allows one to define energy of a diff'erence, in the usual way. Thus 
defined the energy becomes a Hilbertian seminorm on the linear space generated 
by class (D) potentials of finite energy. 

It is the purpose of this paper to prove under some conditions that the set of class 
(D) potentials is complete in energy norm. 

We collect here some simple facts. These will be used without further mention. 
Proofs may be found in [7]. 

Let s be a class (D) potential of finite energy with additive functional A. Let 
g > 0 and Ûg S 1. Then 

(s\g)SiE\Äi),g)SL[E\Äl))=\\s\\l, 

In particular s is square integrable relative to g. 
If s, t are class (D) potentials of finite energy with Revuz measures fi and v then 

(s, v) + (//, t) й <s, Oe • 

Equality holds if at least one of s or ^ is regular i.e. with continuous additive func
tional. In particular s belongs to L^(v). 

Proposition 0.1. Let f ^ 0. Suppose (/, Ug) < oo for all g ^ 0, such that Ug has 
finite energy. 

Then Uf has finite energy. In particular if Uf has finite energy UP J also has 
finite energy for each t ^ 0. 

Proof. We claim that there is a M ^ 0 such that 

{f,Ug)uM if \\Ug\lu 1 . 

If not we can find g,, such that 

\\Ug„\lu 1 and {f,Ug,)^2'\ 

but then и g = [/(12 "" f̂,,) has energy less or equal to 1 but (/, Ug) = oo. A contra
diction. 

Let Ö' > 0 s.t. Ug has finite energy. For all n ^ 1 U{f л ng) has finite energy. 
Thus 

( / л ng, U{f A ng)) й if, U{f л ng)) й M\\U{f л ng)l. 
This gives 

\\U{f A ng)l й 2M 

for all n ^ 1. Letting « -^ oo we get 

\\UflS2M. 
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Let us apply this to Pj, where Uf has finite energy. We have in this case 

{Pj, Ug) = (/, P,Ug) й if, Ug) й \\Uf\l \\Ug\\,. 
We conclude 

\\UPj\\l^2{VPj,Pj)u2\\Uf\\l. 

Proposition 0.2. Let g > 0 and g e L (̂̂ ), {s„) a sequence of excessive functions, 
uniformly integrable as a subset of l}{g). Suppose lim s,^ = 5 weakly in l}[g), 
with s excessive. Then 

lim inf 5„ ^ 5 everywhere . 

Proof. For all a > 0, « ^ 1 and N ^ 1 

U, s„{x) = s,ly)u^ (x, y) dy ^ sXy)u^ {^.у)^ Ng(y) dy ~> s(y) u^x, j ) л N g{y) d v . 
J J «->00J 

But since ö' > 0 the right hand side increases to U^ s{x) for iV -> 00, and GCU^S„ | s„ 
and ocU^s t s everywhere by excessivity. We conclude 

lim inf s„ ^ 5 everyv^here . 

1. SOME GENERAL RESULTS 

Proposition 1.1, Let s be class (D) of finite energy. For a > 0, let 5̂  be the unique 
(x-excessive function such that 

s = s'- + OLUS"- = S^ + al/^s . 

Then 5°" is square integrable and 
2ab%S\\s\\l^ 

Proof. Sufficient to prove this for s of form Uf. Since Uf ^ OLUUJ, UUJ also 
has finite energy. Hence 

OS{U{f-aiUJ)J-aU^f) 
i.e. 

4uj\\i й (ujj) й {VfJ) = bpfWl • 
Definition. Let m be a cr-finite measure on a set Q. 
A bounded subset F ^ l}[m) will be called uniformly integrable if: 
For each e > 0 we can find ^ > 0 and a set С of finite zti-measure such that for 

a l l / e F 

JQ\C 

and whenever H a Q with т ( Я ) < ^ we have 

1. | / | dm ^ г . 
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This is just uniform integrabihty adapted to (T-finite measures. It is wellknown that, 
if (/,j) is uniformly integrable in the above sense and converges to / m-almost every
where then (/„) tends t o / i n Ü{m). 

Note that in the following lemma a little care is needed because the measures are 
not necessarily finite. 

Proposition 1.2. Let r be class (D) of finite energy with Revuz measure v. The set 

{s j s excessive \\s\\e ^ 1} 

/5 a uniformly integrable subset of l}{y). 

Proof. Let us find a set G whose complement has finite v-measure such that 

I s dv for lisL й 1 

is uniformly small. 
Now V is cr-finite. Let F denote sets with v(F) < oo and G = F"" and A the natural 

additive functional of r. Denote by the same letter a set and its indicator function. 
As the sets F increase to full v-measure the excessive functions Гр = UJF increase 

to r and hence r^ decrease to zero. 
Since rQ is strongly dominated by r, \гс\е is small for large F. 
The Revuz measure of rQ is V\Q, SO if v(F) is large yeat finite by energy inequahty 

S d v ^ ЦгсЦе f o r | | s | |^ ^ 1 . 

Thus uniformly small. 
The other item in the definition of uniform integrabihty is treated similarly. 
In [8] it was claimed without proof that every Mmit of a sequence of class (D) 

potentials bounded in energy is itself class (D). The proof was not available as 
Professor P. A. Meyer pointed out to the authors. In [7] a general condition was then 
given to ensure this. This condition is as follows: 

There is a strictly positive function g such that for every e > 0, the set (fJg ^ e) 
has finite measure. 

This condition will be assumed throughout this section. 
The following theorem is essentially theorem 0-5 in [7]. We present another proof, 

assuming strong duality. This seems to give a little more. However, this assumption 
is not necessary. 

Recall that for each excessive function s and a > 0, there is a unique a-excessive 
function s"" such that 

s = 5°̂  + aU'-s 

and if s is further purely excessive 

(1.1) s = s"" + aUs" . 

Theorem 1,3. Let the sequence (5,,) of class (D) potentials converge a.s. to an exces-
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sive function s. Suppose the sequence is bounded in energy. Assume that we have 
a strong Markov dual in addition to the above assumption. 

Then s is class (D) and for each a > 0 

lim ŝ  = 5 \ lim t/s^ = Us"" 

on the set (5 < 00) n (lim 5„ = s). 
n 

Proof. Suppose \\sn\\e й 1 and let a = 1. There is no loss of generality in as
suming that the function g above also satisfies 0 < g < 1, g ^ L^{^) and Ûg ^ 1. 

(s„) and hence (5 )̂ is uniformly integrable as a subset of Ü{g). Along a sub
sequence N we may assume (si) converges a.e. to a 1-excessive function t. By uniform 
integrabihty 

(1.2) lim sl = t in L\g). 
neN 

We assert (si) is also uniformly integrable as a subset of l}{Ûg). Indeed 

(. ' , Ugf й {Usl gf è (5„, gf й {si g) {g, 1) й Ml {o, 1) • 

If F is a set whose (/б^-measure is small, denoting the indicator function of î  by F 

(slF, Ugf è \K\\l (F, Ûg) 
is also uniformly small. 

For each e > 0, the set (Ûg ^ s) has finite (^-measure by assumption, hence it has 
finite l/öf-measure. Fixing г let С = (Ûg < s). Let С also denote its indicator function. 
Then 
(1.3) (si cOg) è {si PcOg). 

Now PcÛg й е- The mass functional of the coexcessive function PcUg is atmost 
(g, 1). Meyer's energy formula — appHed to the dual — leads to 

(1.4) \\PcÛg\\lu2s{g,l). 

Now {Usl ^l) = {si Usl) and Usl й s,,. It follows that 

\\Ûsll^2\\s4,u2. 

Apply the energy inequality to the right side of (1.3) and use (1.4) 

{slCÛg)u4^/sig,\). 

Thus (si) is uniformly integrable as a subset of U(Ûg). Now along the subsequence 
N(sl) converges a.e. to t. Hence 

lim si = t in L\Ûg). 
neN 

In particular 
lim (Usl g) =-- lim (si Ûg) = (t, Ûg) = {Ut, g) . 
neN neN 

However, by Fatou lemma 

(1.5) Vim M Usl è Ut. 
neN 
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Using (1.5) we can now assert that Usl converges in L^{g) to Ut. We must thus have 
(1.6) s = t + Ut. 
The last identity easily leads to the proof that 5 is purely excessive. Indeed for each 
r > 0 

P,s = P,t + P,Ut. 

As r t 00, Pyt/ t{x) 4 0 at each point at which U t{x) < 00. 
Put 

h = lim P^s . 

Then 
lim Pyt = h a.e. 
r\ CO 

but by Fatou lemma 
0 = lim MP,Ut = lim inf UP,t ^ Uh . 

r^co r->oo 

Thus Uh = 0 a.e. and hence h = 0. 
This proves that s is purely excessive. That s must indeed be class (D) is now 

proved as in [7]. 
Take X in (5 < 00) n (lim s„ = s). From proposition 0.2 and (1.5) we have 

s{x) === Mm s„[x) ^ lim sup 5J[(x) + lim inf U sl(x) ^ 
^ lim inf sl{x) + и t{x) ^ t(x) + и t[x) = s(x) 

showing that lim sl{x) = t{x) = s^{x). q.e.d. 
n 

Corollary 1.4. Let g > 0 be such that Ug has finite energy. Then the function 
t -^ (PfS, g) tends to zero uniformly as t -^ со on the set 

{s I s excessive ||s||g ^ 1} . 

Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists e > 0 and 5„ and t^-^ со such that 
(1-7) ||5,||, ^ 1 ( P , ^ 5 „ , g ) ^ e . 

By choosing a subsequence if necessary let us assume that (5,,) converges a.s. to an 
excessive function 5. We know that s is necessarily class (D). For each Г > 0 by pro
positions 1.2 and 0.1 ( s j is uniformly integrable as a subset of U^P^g). Therefore 

(1.8) lim {P,s„, g) = lim {s,P,g) = (5, P,g) = {P,s, g). 
n n 

(1.7) and (1.8) together give 
(PfS, g)'^ г for all t. 

This is a contradiction because s is class (D). q.e.d. 

Corollary 1.5. Let g ^ 0 integrable and Ug ^ 1. Then as the compact sets К 
increase to the state space 

(PDS, g) i 0 
uniformly for s excessive with \\s\\^ = 1. D = K^. 
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Proof. Using corollary 1.4 choose t so that 

(1.9) {P,s, g) й e for all s with Ц̂Ц̂  ̂  1 . 
Writing Г for To 

(1.10) Pj,s й PtS + E'[s[X,), Tut], 

By Cauchy-Schwarz the last term in (1.10) is dominated by 
(1.11) {E-[Ai;}y'^{p'{T^t)rK 

Integrating both sides of (l.iO) relative to g using (1.9) and (1.11) and again Cauchy-
Schwarz 
(1.12) {P,s, д)йе + {E-lAll дУ' {P\T ^ t), дУ' . 
The first term on the right of (1.2) is at most 1. P\T -^ t) [ 0 as the compact sets К 
increase to the state space because the process remains in compact sets in compact 
time intervals. RecalUng that g is integrable the proof is finished. q.e.d. 

Proposition 1.6. For a Bor el set A the hitting potential P^ l̂ is class (D) and has 
finite energy provided its mass functional is finite. 

For a finely open set 0: s — PQI has finite energy ijf Us) < oo and we have 

(1.13) ||s||^ = L[s) + (/(, s) 

where /i is its Revuz measure. 
Proof. Put r = P^l and suppose L[r) < oo. Let us show that r is class (D). 
If Uf„ Î Г 

\\Uf„\\l = 2^l//„,/„) й 2(/„, 1) й 2 Ür). 

Theorem 1.3 garantees that r is class (D). Now Meyer's energy formula tells us that г 
has finite energy. 

Now suppose О is finely open and s = P^l . By a theorem of Hunt we can choose g„ 
vanishing off* О such that s„ == Ug„ | s. We know that if L(s) < oo, s has finite energy. 
Suppose s has finite energy. By Theorem 1.4 [7] s„ tends weakly to 5 in energy. In 
particular 

lim<s,, sX = \\s\\l. 
n 

But since g„ vanishes off" О and s = 1 on 0 

(1-14) <5„, s>, - (öf,p s) + (M, S„) = (6f„, 1) + (/i, s,) . 

Letting n tend to infinity in (1.14) we get (1.13). 

Proposition 1.7. Let s be class {D) with \s\^ = 1. For Я > 0 /ef 0 = (s > Я). 
Then 

(1.15) P L % 1 ) ^ 8 , A L ( P O ^ ) ^ 2 , AV(1) + (v, POS) ^ !|POS1|^ , • 

where v is the Revuz measure of PQS. 

Proof. Because APQI ^ s, the first inequality is immediate from (1.13). 
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Again if s„ = Ug^ | P^s with g„ vanishing off О 

<5„, PoS>e = {д„, PoS) + (V, 5,) à % . , 1) + (V, S„) . 

We let w ^ 00 and use Theorem 1.3 [7] to get the last inequality in (1.15). 
Since ll^o^lle = ^IHIe ^ 2 the second inequahty is immediate from the third. 

q.e.d. 

Remark . Let us keep the notation of the above proposition. Now s g Я + PQS. 
By a famous theorem of Mokobodzki [6] we can write 

' 5 = 5я + Гя 

where S;^ ^ À and ^̂  й Po^ ^^^ both excessive. In particular the above proposition 
tells us that L{t;^) ^ 2/A. In view of this it is tempting to inquire whether given s > 0 
we can find Я > 0 such that it is possible to decompose every excessive s with ||s||g ^ 1 
in the form 

with ax S À and ЦЬяЦе й ß both excessive. This however is not possible as the fol
lowing example shows. 

Consider the d-dimensional Brownian Motion. For a > 0 let 

5^(x) = a(^-2)/2(|x| V a)- '^+^ 

5̂  is the potential of the uniform measure of mass é^~^^i^ on the sphere of radius a, 
||s^||^ = 2. The Riesz measure of s^ is concentrated on the set (s^ = oiS'^""^^'^). 
The sought for decomposition is thus not possible. 

Proposition 1.8. Hypothesis (B) of Hunt holds iff for each compact set К the Revuz 
measure of s = Pj^l is concentrated on K. 

Proof. Suppose Hyp. (B) holds. We can write 

n 

where each s„ has finite Revuz measure. 
For any open set D :=> К Pj^s = s therefore 

Pj^s„ = s„ for each n . 

Fix one of these s„ and put r = 5„. Let D open D ZD K. By a. theorem of Hunt there 
exists (/„) vanishing off D such that Uf„ Î r. 

{fn{x) dx) converges weakly to the Revuz measure of r, see [9]. 
In particular the Revuz measure of r is concentrated on D and indeed D being 

arbitrary on K. The same is thus true for s. 
Conversely suppose the Revuz measure of s is concentrated on K. If s„ = L/̂ ^1 

are as above we have for each n 

L[U^Mc) = 0 
and hence 

«» = U^JK: , s = UJK . 
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(2.1) 

Since Ä is natural by the last identity 

5 = Pj)S for each open D , D ^ К . 
Hypothesis (B) therefore holds [4]. 

2. MAIN RESULTS 

The following assumption will be in force throughout this section 
All excessive functions are increasing limits of continuous excessive functions. 
Hyp. (B) is valid. 
There is a density м(% •) of the kernel U such that for each x the map 

y-^u{x,y) 
I IS l.S.C. 
[There exists a function ^ > 0 such that 0 < Û<p ^ 1 and continuous. 

We now show that we can modify и so that in addition to the above properties, it is 
excessive in the first variable for each fixed second variable. 

Proposition 2.1. There is a density v[', •) of U such that in addition to (2.1) we 
also have 

X -> v{x, y) excessive for all у . 
Proof. Step L Fix уо. Choose/„ ^ 0 with compact support such that/„(j^) dj; 

converges weakly to the Dirac measure at jo- Ву 1-S-c. 
(2.2) liminft//„^w(-,j;o). 
By assumption Ocp is continuous and f„{y) dy converges to the point mass at yQi 
(2.3) hm {Uf„, <p) = hm {f„, Ûcp) = Û <р{уо) • 

n n 

Now using 2.2 we conclude 
limL% = ^(s jo) in l}{(p) , 

So from (2.2) 
(2.4) hm inf U fix) = u{x, Уо) a.e. x . 
Let v{\ Уо) be excessive régularisation of the supermedian function hminft//^. 

n 

(2.4) gives that v(x, Уо) = u(x, Уо) a.e. x. Naturally this can be done for each у in 
a measurable way. We have shown the existence of г;(', •) such that 

X -> v(x, y) excessive for all у 
v(',y) = u(%y) a.e. x for all j ; , 

This last property also tells us that 

Û<p = v(x, •) (p(x) dx 

which is continuous. 
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Step 2. Î; is a density for U. By Fubini and step 1 for a.e. x 

u{x, y) = v(x, y) a.e. y . 

In particular for / ^ 0: Uf = jv[', y)f{y) dy a.e. and hence everywhere by exces-
sivity. 

S tep 3. y -^ v[x, y) is l.s.c. for all x. Indeed y(% y) being excessive 

(2.5) aU%v[',y))U{'.y)> 

In (2.5) we can by step 1 replace v by u. Hence for each a the expression in (2.5) 
is l.s.c. for each x. 

The proof is concluded. 
From now on we drop the v notation and stick to u. Thus we will assume that the 

given kernel has the additional property of being excessive in the first variable. 
There are strictly positive potentials: by the maximum principle/ must vanish a.e. 

on (Uf = 0). Our assumptions guarantee that the Revuz measure of every class (D) 
potential is Radon. In particular by proposition 1.6 the hitting potential of every 
relatively compact set has finite energy. 

Proposition 2.2. Let К be a compact polar set. There is a potential s of finite 
energy such that 

X Ç (5 = oo) . 

Proof. For each relatively compact open set D the Revuz measure fij) of P^l 
sits on D. As D з К /i£,(l) i 0 because if /i^ -> /i weakly, К being polar we have 

0 = lim inf Pj)! = lim inf Ufi[) ^ Ufi 
and hence /л = 0. 

For suitable D„, s = Y.^D„^ is then the required function. 
и 

Proposition 2.3. The set 

N = {y\ 3D open Day м(-, у) + Ррм(-, у)) 
is polar. 

Proof. Fix an open D and a function g > 0 with IJg ^ 1. Put 

A = iy\y eDuu - Pjyu) (x, y) g(x) dx > 0 j . 

We claim A is polar. To show this let -K be a compact subset of A. Hyp. (B) being 
valid, the Revuz measure v of 5 = P̂ ĵ l is concentrated on К by proposition 1.8. 
Further 
(2.6) s = Uv 
by [9] and proposition 2.1. 

Apply Pjr) to both sides of (2.6) and integrate relative to g{x) dx. Since PjyS = s 
and К ^ A this leads to the conclusion that v = 0, i.e. A is polar. 
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Since и ^ Pf^u and both are excessive in the first variable we must have w(% y) = 
= P/)w(*, y) except perhaps for a polar subset of D. 

Using a countable base of open sets the proof is concluded. 

Proposition 2.4. Let s = Um be class ( D ) . / / m does not charge polar sets it must 
be the Revuz measure of s. 

Proof. The proof is that of theorem 5 in [2]. We supply a proof of completeness. 
Suppose first that m is concentrated on a compact set K. Then P^s = s for each 

open D, D ^ K. There is a sequence (t//„): 

Ufn Î 'S /и vanishing off D . 

The Revuz measure ß of s is then concentrated on D. This being true for all open D 
containing К fi must be concentrated on K. 

We know that s = Ufi, Theorem 3 [9]. 
For any compact set К define 

SK = u[-,y)m[dy). 

Since 5 dominates Sf^ in the strong order, ft dominates the Revuz measure of Sj^, 
which from above must be concentrated on K. Thus, if m charges a compact set so 
does [Л. Consider the Radon-Nikodym derivative 

f — and L compact Ç ( / > i ) 

d(m + jn) 

and let Hi be the Revuz measure of s^. Then fi^ is concentrated on L, ii^ ^ jn and 

SL = Ujii . 

Assuming (m + fi) (L) > 0 would lead to 

u{%y)fi[éy)^Ufii = si^=\ u{-,y)m{dy)> -i u{-, y) {fi + m) (dy) . 

Consequently by subtraction 

K'>y)l^{ày)> \ u{',y)m{dy)> \ u{^, y) fi{dy) . 

This contradiction forces that / ^ i . On the other hand U/x = Um. Thus we must 
have jii = m. q.e.d. 

Theorem 2.5. Let s„ = Uji^ be excessive of class (D). Assume {s„) is bounded in 
energy and lim s„ = s a.e. Then fi„ converges vaguely to the Revuz measure ii of s. 

n 

Proof. S tep I. By assumption there is ^ > 0 such that 0 < Û(p ^ 1 is continuous. 
By making cp smaller we may assume cp integrable. 
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Then U(p has finite energy. In particular 

{{li„, Û<p)) = {{s„, cp)) is bounded . 

In other words the sequence {fi„{dy) Û (p{y)) of measures is uniformly bounded. 
Let К be compact, D its complement and denote by D the indicator of D. Then 

UDiii„ й PnSn. 

Corollary L5 then tells us that the above sequence of measures is indeed tight. 
Let m denote a vague limit of (/г„) along a sequence Â . The above considerations 

imply that {Û <p(y) /i„(dj;)) converge weakly to Û (p[y) m{dy) along the sequence N, 
Step 2. (s„) converges to 5 a.e. and is uniformly integrable relative to (p(x) dx by 

proposition L2. By step 1 

(Um, <p) = (m, Û(p) = lim (/i„, Û<p) = (s, cp) . 
neN 

For any bounded measurable g, Ü{(PQ) is also bounded and continuous. Arguing 
as above we find 

{Urn, <PQ) = (s, (po) 

or that s = Um a.e. and hence everywhere. 
We claim m cannot charge polar sets. If К is compact polar there is a class (D) 

potential r of finite energy such that X ^ (r = 00) by proposition 2.2. 
By l.s.c. of r 

(m, r) S liminf (//„, r) ^ ||5„||, |r||^ < 00 . 

Therefore m cannot charge K. By proposition 2.4 m is the Revuz measure of s. 
q.e.d. 

Proposition 2.6. The following are equivalent. 
1) All excessive functions are increasing limits of continuous excessive functions. 
2) There is a positive function b such that Ub is continuous. 

Proof. We need only prove that 1) impHes 2). L e t / > 0. Choose a compact К of 
large measure such that Uf restricted to К is continuous. Denote by К and D the 
indicator functions of К and the complement of K. Now 

Uf = UfK + UfD . 

We deduce that the restriction of UfK to К is continuous. Let p^ be continuous 
excessive and increase to UfK. Given г > 0, by Dini there is an n such that p„ + 
+ г > UfK on K. 

We have 
p„ + 8^ PjciPn + s)^ Рк{ЩК) = UfK ^ p„, 

that is UfK is the uniform hmit on the whole space of continuous excessive functions. 
Using the maximum principle we can now produce a strictly positive b such that Ub 
is continuous and bounded. 
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Theorem 2.7. The space of class (D) potentials of finite energy is complete in 
energy norm. 

Proof. Let (5„) be a sequence of class (D) potentials which converges weakly in 
energy. The sequence is therefore bounded in energy norm. 

Along a subsequence N, s„ converges a.e. to a class (D) potential s of finite energy. 
It is shown in [7] that the set of potentials Uf of finite energy is dense in energy in 
the space of all excessive functions of finite energy. By proposition 2.6, there is 
Ь > 0 s.t. Ub is continuous. We may assume b eÜ and Ub is bounded. 

If jLi„ is the Revuz measure of 5„ 

(2.7) ^s„,Uby, = {ti„,Ub)+{b,s„), 

(s„) is uniformly integrable as a subset of L^{b) by proposition 1.2. Therefore 

(2.8) lim(s,„b) = (s,fe). 
neN 

Let К denote a compact set and D = K^. We will also denote by the same letters 
their indicator functions. 

Choose К such that P^Ub has small energy -- see corollary L5. Now 

(2.9) (/I,, Ub) = {fi„, KUb) + (/г„, DUb) й (ßn, KUb) + (/г„, Pj,Ub) . 

KUb is U.S.с 
By theorem 2.5 {fi„) converges vaguely to ß 

(2.10) lim sup {fi„, KUb) S iß, KUb) . 
neN 

The last term in (2.9) is small so from (2.10) 

lim sup {]n„, Ub) S (i«j Ub) . 
neN 

Since Ub is l.s.c. we get finally 

(2.11) lim{fi,,,Ub) = {fi,Ub), 
neN 

(2.8) together with (2.11) can be written 

lim <s„, Uby = <s, Uby,. 
neN 

Now every excessive function is an increasing Hmit of continuous excessive func
tions of the form Ub — this is the content of proposition 2.6. By Theorem 1.4 of [7] 
it follows that the set 

{Ub: 0 < bel}, Ub continuous bounded} 

is weakly and hence strongly dense in energy in the space of all class (D) potentials 
of finite energy. In view of this, (2.11) can be reformulated to say that (s„) converges 
along JV, weakly in energy to s. Since the whole sequence is assumed to be weakly 
convergent in energy, the proof is complete. 
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